The Metric System
the united states and the metric system - the metric system in this country and supplied each state with a set of
standard metric weights and measures. in 1875, the united states solidified its commitment to the development of
the internationally recognized metric system by becoming one of the original seventeen signatory nations to the
treaty of the meter. the signing measurement and conversion table u. s. customary system - measurement and
conversion table u. s. customary system 1 yd = 3 ft 3 tsp = 1 tbs 1 ft = 12 in 16 tbs 1 cup 1 fathom = 6 ft 1 cup = 8
oz (liquid capacity) 1 mi = 5, 280 ft 1 pt = 2 cups 1 acre = 43,560 ft 1 qt = 2 pt 1 lb = 16 oz (dry weight) 1 gal = 4
qt 1 t = 2000 lb 1 gal 231 in 1 ft 7.48 gal metric system conversions in the metric system - george brown
college - metric system chart we notice that a centimeter is 100 times smaller than a meter. thus, 1 m = 100 cm
knowing this we can set up a proportion to convert 1.74 m into cm. measures (english, metric, and equivalents)
- title: microsoft word - measures - english, metric, and equivalentscx author: e0022430 created date: 2/19/2010
10:04:47 am metric system basics - st annes school - metric system basics units of weight weight in the metric
system is based on the standard unit called the gram. all other metric units of weight are mult iples or submultiples
of the gram. some of the other metric units of weight are shown below. name abbreviation value kilogramkg 1,000
grams hectogramhg 100 grams dekagram dag 10 grams gramg1 gram 4.5.1 the metric system opentextbookstore - in the metric system, the basic unit of length is the meter. a meter is slightly larger than a
yardstick, or just over three feet. the basic metric unit of mass is the gram. a regular-sized paperclip has a mass of
about 1 gram. among scientists, one gram is defined as the mass of water that would fill a 1-centimeter healthcare
math: using the metric system - iccb - the metric system is based on powers of 10 and there are three base units:
the gram (g) is the metric base unit of weight. the liter (l) is the metric base unit for volume. the . meter (m) is the
metric base unit for length. you tell sam that he will need to be able to convert units of measurement within the
metric system. lab 2  the metric system - los angeles mission college - the metric system of
measurement has been adopted by most countries in the world and all scientists for two primary reasons: 1) there
is a single, basic unit for each type of measurement (meter, liter, gram, o c) and 2) each basic unit can have
prefixes that are based on powers of 10 lab 1: the metric system  measurement of length and weight system to record quantities such as length, volume, mass (weight), and time. the metric system is based on units of
10, and conversion to higher or lower values is relatively easy when compared to using the english system
customarily used in the united states. in this laboratory you will become familiar with the use of the metric system
in scientific notation, metric system, & unit conversion ... - scientific notation, metric system, & unit
conversion review worksheet solutions 1. a. 4.02 ÃƒÂ— 103 ft (or 4.020; it is unclear whether the final zero is
significant) b. 1.3796 ÃƒÂ— 104 ft c. 1.5 ÃƒÂ— 102 cm d. 7 ÃƒÂ— 107 m e. 1.80 m (this is
the same as writing 1.80 ÃƒÂ— 100 m) lab: the metric system and measurement - ptbeach - the basic unit of
mass in the metric system is the gram (g). a common derived unit used by a common derived unit used by
biologists is the milligram -(mg) (10 3 or 1/1000 of a gram). using household measure in pharmacy
calculations - measure and the metric system. Ã¢Â€Â¢ convert body weight between kilograms and pounds.
Ã¢Â€Â¢ determine pediatric doses using dosing tables. Ã¢Â€Â¢ calculate the amount of medication to be
dispensed. Ã¢Â€Â¢ calculate temperature conversions between celsius and fahrenheit. using household measure
in pharmacy calculations 5.1 household measure
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